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Abstract:  

In today’s cutting-edge era, since knowing, learning and having good memory skills 

in terms of words are the inherent part of occupying every language,  lots of ways 

are discovered in both teaching and improving memory skills of those who acquire 

language. Interestingly, not everyone is aware of these useful tactics and the main 

goal of this text is to give a little but the base of the most beneficial techniques in 

remembering and enhancing new words in every language. The activities that are 

going to be explained can be mostly used by teachers, tutors but not by students.   
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Vocabulary acquisition plays a critical role in language learning, and it is essential 

for learners to have a strong vocabulary base to communicate effectively. However, 

memorizing new words can be challenging for learners, especially those learning a 

second language. This article aims to explore the best ways of teaching vocabulary 

and enhancing memorization among learners. In this article, games and different 

kinds of activities can be discovered, most importantly all the given methods have 

been experienced by both the author and his students.  

Initially, as a theoretical part of the work one should know the importance of 

vocabulary learning: vocabulary learning is crucial because it enables learners to 

understand and use words in context. It helps them to comprehend written and 

spoken language, express their thoughts, and communicate effectively. Moreover, a 

rich vocabulary enhances learners' cognitive abilities, such as critical thinking, 

problem-solving, and creativity. In other words, we can easily say, being able to 

communicate in any language does not mean knowing grammar or having writing 

and reading ability in that language, but it means having a wide range of essential 

vocabulary. Here effective strategies for teaching vocabulary: 
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1. Contextualization: Teachers should teach new words in context to help learners 

understand their meanings and usage. They can use authentic materials such as news 

articles, videos, and podcasts to provide real-life examples of how the words are 

used. 

2. Repetition: Repetition is an effective way of reinforcing new words in learners' 

memory. Teachers can use various techniques such as flashcards, games, and quizzes 

to repeat the words several times until learners can recall them effortlessly. 

3. Active Learning: Teachers should encourage learners to actively engage in the 

learning process by using the words in meaningful contexts. They can ask learners 

to create sentences, stories, or dialogues using the new words to enhance their 

understanding and retention. 

4. Visual Aids: Visual aids such as pictures, diagrams, and videos can help learners 

associate new words with their meanings. Teachers can use visual aids to illustrate 

the meaning of new words and make them more memorable for learners. 

Enhancing Memorization: 

1. Mnemonics: Mnemonics are memory aids that help learners remember new words 

by associating them with familiar images or phrases. For instance, learners can use 

acronyms, rhymes, or songs to remember new words. 

2. Chunking: Chunking involves breaking down long words or phrases into smaller, 

more manageable parts to make them easier to remember. Teachers can teach 

learners how to chunk words by highlighting the root words, prefixes, and suffixes. 

3. Spaced Repetition: Spaced repetition involves reviewing new words at intervals 

to enhance retention. Teachers can use spaced repetition software such as Anki or 

Memrise to help learners review new words regularly. 

Learning a new language can be a challenging task, especially when it comes to 

memorizing new words and phrases. However, with the help of technology given 

below, learning vocabulary has become more fun and interactive:   

1. Scrabble 

Scrabble is a classic board game that has been around for decades. It is a game that 

involves forming words using letter tiles, and it is an excellent tool for learning 

vocabulary. According to a study published in the International Journal of Language 

Studies and Literature, playing Scrabble can improve vocabulary retention and 

language skills (Ghazali & Abdullah, 2016). 

2. Hangman 

Hangman is another classic game that involves guessing a word by filling in its 

missing letters. It is a fun and interactive way to learn new words and phrases. A 
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study published in the Journal of Educational Psychology found that playing 

Hangman can improve vocabulary acquisition and spelling skills (Nagy & 

Anderson, 1984). 

 

3. Word Association 

Word Association is a game that involves linking words together based on their 

meanings. For example, if someone says "apple," the next person might say "fruit," 

and so on. This game is an excellent way to expand your vocabulary and improve 

your ability to make connections between words. According to a study published in 

the Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, playing Word Association can improve 

lexical access and semantic processing (Frisson & Rayner, 2008). 

4. Word Search 

Word Search is a game that involves finding words hidden within a grid of letters. It 

is an excellent tool for improving vocabulary retention and word recognition. 

According to a study published in the Journal of Educational Psychology, playing 

Word Search can improve visual search skills and vocabulary acquisition (Kuo & 

Anderson, 2010). 

5. Memory Game 

Memory Game is a game that involves matching pairs of cards with words or 

pictures on them. It is an excellent tool for improving memory and word recognition. 

According to a study published in the Journal of Experimental Psychology, playing 

Memory Game can improve working memory and word recognition (Gathercole & 

Alloway, 2008). 

In conclusion, teaching vocabulary and enhancing memorization are critical aspects 

of language learning, and teachers should use effective strategies to help learners 

acquire new words and retain them in their memory. By using contextualization, 

repetition, active learning, visual aids, mnemonics, chunking, and spaced repetition, 

teachers can enhance learners' vocabulary acquisition and retention. What’s more, 

learning vocabulary can be challenging, but it doesn't have to be boring. Playing 

games like Scrabble, Hangman, Word Association, Word Search, and Memory 

Game can make the process more fun and interactive. These games have been proven 

to be effective tools for improving vocabulary retention, word recognition, and 

language skills. So, the next time you want to learn new words and phrases, try 

playing one of these games and see how much you can improve your language skills. 
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